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Abstract

The fashion is wrongly called “Standards of beauty”. Because the Standards, as the name

says, are never changing. Therefore, let us build our character on the Uniting Standards. The

spaghetti being god (their “monster”), atheists understand much better. So, is the atheism the

neo-paganism? Historically the advanced Roman pagans have not believed in divine nature of their

statues, but they played their worshiping; and the system and political fashion supported this play

(many Russians say: “all our life is play”). The proof, what atheism is the old bad paganism, you

see here. There is also important theological information and the physical and social one. You

simply need to read this, if you want, dear theist. I am not writing for busy atheists. Very likely,

that they are busy with satanic activities. Even the unconscious killers of our believing souls are

the killers by the fact. Guess, who is unconscious pagan? The pagan.

PACS numbers:
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I. PREFACE

Not to be advertising the unhealthy name of atheists, I will call them “devil”

throughout the paper.

The word “pagan” sounds like Russian “pogan”, which is extremely unpleasant. The

Russia is largest country, so let you use this term ”pagan”, instead the one the Science has

offered you.

A. What is being stupidly violated out there? Exodus 20

devil: “It’s been terrible around here lately.” What? Your friend has repented in violation

of the first commandment? And did it publicly? Very likely.

And God spake all these words, saying,

I am the LORD thy God, which have brought thee out of the land of Egypt,

out of the house of bondage.

Thou shalt have no other gods before me.

Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any

thing that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in

the water under the earth: Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor

serve them: for I the LORD thy God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity

of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation of them

that hate me; And shewing mercy unto thousands of them that love me, and

keep my commandments.

Quote from internet: “Since then, the Church of the Flying Spaghetti Monster has become

a sort of phenomenon amongst devils that purposely adopted it as a religion for themselves

to mock and deride other, “real religions”.” The believers are not necessary to practice the

paganism. And, thus, to be practicing pagans. Thus, the pagans.

B. Respect my English!

devil: “if you want to show your “love” for your readers, strive to write better english!”.

If you can’t read my English, would you like I teach you to? Let my fun be, O.K.? I am
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going into the grave, then what is your problem? Let my fun be. I am having fun to save

the theists from your kind. devil: “This is the philosophy forum, so learn the Standard

English!”. I am surprised, that your kind is not willing to read the leading devil – Hawking.

He teaches you, what ”Philosophy is dead”; therefore the Philosophy is not yours, but my

subject. devil: “Atheism is a lack of belief. It doesn’t require a leader.” So, the denial tactic

again. Then I must turn directly to satan to rip your mind out of his mouth? devil: “I

was denying what exactly?”. It is the favorite tactic of atheism: the nonsense tactic. Never

misses a theist’s common sense, it destroys his faith. Isn’t it correct? Stop sinning, brother!

C. The rising darkness

Theist: “I’m not aware of Poe’s law. Would such a law apply to me?”

That law is coming from old days (P.S. see the Wikipedia). In old days the Romans have

persecuted the Christian activity. Now the law is coming back. Let us, Christians, enjoy

the last blinks of Sun, before the rising darkness will try to swallow our mind. The pagan

devils are already the unannounced rulers in this forum.

Theist: “You do know that laws require enforcement statutes to have any value?”

Don’t worry, the force will come. At first stage it already came in form of loosing your

job. In second stage it comes as jail (martyr Kent Hovind). In third stage it comes as

crucifixion. It is the old bad PAGANISM rising. He is very angry one, that Christians

kicked his butt long ago, on the Jesus Cross. Turn to Jesus Christ, read Bible, to stop that

force at the door of your heart (the world is doomed)! While we are talking the old news

“Colossus of Rhodes to be rebuilt as giant light sculpture” hangs there undeleted. Hangs

not in English, but in the Russian Wikipedia. The Russia has many members of the Eastern

Orthodox Christianity, so does not fear to tell the sad news.

devil: “Kent Hovind was in jail because he had engaged in criminal activities (tax eva-

sion),”. Wrong. To any normal man one can hang the problem with taxes. They even tried

it with Jesus: or do you want the quote from the Bible?! Secondly, the Kent is not a Mafioso,

so they too hard have beaten his soul. devil: “Yes, I want the quote from the Bible! Back

up your claims with “scripture”, if you dare!”. Open your Bible. Yes, every atheist has one

for their evil practice. Find the part, there Jesus is in the Roman court. The taxes are the

official blame, aren’t they? Please get to know, that word satan translates as “opponent”,
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and the word devil means the “liar”. Your kind of pagan people are like these: satans and

devils.

Theist: “The athiests will have heard their last argument, had their last chance, and

turned it down once again, figuring that they will hear the same thing again tmorrow. Are

you really willing to take that kind of a chance?”.

Dear Christian, soon comes the sad day, the day of darkness, then the reply to your

comment would be simple and deadly: “It is the rational tactic. The rational tactic fails!”

II. ON BASICS OF SCIENCE

The change of metrology standard can be defined by the unchanging standard. It is

logical nonsense. Thus, the Standard does not change. So our instruments, corresponding

to standards, must be used in such a way to minimize their change. It is simple. If you have

a glass-thermometer do not drop it down. So it would show the correct temperature. If you

have the straightedge (the meter, as Russians call), then move with it together, because the

Lorentz contraction would spoil the measurement.

If you put Standards in the place of different Physical constants and laws, they would

change. They can’t change, so there are no places and no times with alien physics. So the

Einstein first postulate is rigorously proved. Same holds for the second one, because the

light velocity is the characteristic of the physical laws.

The often and awfully neglected Standard is the Holy Trinity. How simple and clear

life is with Him! According to Orthodox Christianity God is not changing. So He is our

Standard. We also must try to be His instruments in this de-standartising world. So we,

based on Standard, are not likely to be defeated by evil.

The God says, that there are evil spirits, devils, satans. So it is true. We have no other

opinion, but to adopt the way of Standard. There are no other ways, but sickness and

confusion. So any particular physical experiment must be openly blessed and consecrated

by the Eastern Orthodox Christian Church to be trustful. (Why Eastern? The answer is

in YouTube film: “Holy Orthodoxy: The Ancient Church of Acts in the 21st Century”.)

Otherwise the UFOes, satans, will play tricks on us. We can see “Higgs bosons”, even if

there would be no such bosons.
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III. DERIVATION OF LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION

So, there are no other Physics. Thus, everywhere is possible simplest rule to measure

intervals. That rule is called Minkowski line element. Then let us jump onto the moving

train. Then we have Galilean transformation of our coordinates in space and time. Let

us insert it into Minkowski element. We get complication, which by simple linear time

transformation becomes the Minkowski element again. That means, that the Physics on

constant velocity train and the road are the same. Just as must be by Standards. Indeed,

the metrology standards do show, that we live not in illusive world, but in real, created by

the Standard (God) the world.

IV. WHY THERE IS LIGHT SPEED BARRIER?

The actual infinite velocity would mean instancy. Which can not be without divine

powers. So the movements must have the speed limitation. That limit is c. So, material

nature is not bunch of gods? Truly, pagans and Spinoza are wrong! Man, awake for the

reality. Just adopt the Standards! All Standards, and the God!

The same lines with impossibility of actual infinities give: past barrier, future barrier and

the space limitation (The actual infinite future is not possible, because every point of time

necessarily has the finite value.)

V. ON ESSENCE OF THINGS

Just adopt the Standard instruments as they are and all essences are clear. The time is

what measures the clock, the distance is what measures the straightedge, the temperature is

what measures the thermometer, the pressure is what measures the barometer, the electric

current is what measures the ampermeter. The goodness is what The God accepts; only one

thing, which I must know about the “gay family” effect, is what The God condemns this

sin.
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VI. IS THE QUANTUM WORLD REALLY SO DIFFERENT?!

So there is no place with other Physics. Therefore the small things have the same laws as

big ones. Indeed, there is alternative to Niels Bohr’s Quantum Physics, it is the David Bohm

theory. See my paper: “On the value of David Bohm’s Quantum Mechanics or Consistent

Faith of a Physicist: God’s Grace within Physics” in the peer-review journal “International

Journal of Scientific and Engineering Research”, volume 6, March 2015.

VII. MANY WORLDS IN THE MULTIVERSE?!

Because there are no other Physical constants (i.e. no wrong values of them, no alien

Physics), then the casual and God-less Multiverse is impossible. There are no places with

varying value of the fundamental pi-number!

VIII. CHRISTIAN VS. PAGAN ATHEISM. ARE YOU SCARED, DEVILS?

devil: “What evidence can you give to support this standard? Why should I, or anyone,

accept it?”

1) It is your free choice. No reason to reject God. 2) It is logic. It is your free choice to

be logical or else.

devil: “A good place to start would be to clearly and concisely state what it is you believe,

and why you believe it.”

Take the look: according to atheism the God is absent; according to Obama, the Putin

is bad; according to Putin, the Obama is not adequate; according to you, I am crazy;

according to Eastern Orthodox Christianity, the God is not changing (as written above). I

see no logical problems with all these plain facts, are you with me at last? It is your free

choice (Why then you ask for proofs?). One even can ignore own breathing and, thus, die.

One can ignore what’s ever in this world. But it is not always recommended.

devil: “In another thread someone did state that god’s omniscience did change from time

to time.”

He remains Holy. So He is not changing. A man today can lie, tomorrow can be true.

So the man can change and is changing like the Moon. God is always the same. He is our

Standard. It is your free choice believe it or else. You need no proofs to make the FREE
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choice, because the choice is FREE. Any devil has the false god, which name is “absence

of God”. So any devil is not a special, proud demolisher, but a very primitive pagan. God

says to You: “Repent! You have sinned, have not fulfilled all your purpose: see the first

commandment. But it is your free choice.”

Theist: “devils are interested in the philosophical truths that theism provides, just not

interested in the source of the truths. Atheism provides a way to deny the source of all

philosophical truths.”

River without source is not the river. Indeed, as the Hawking wrote on devils (no other

kind of people he sees around): “we are just robots.”

devil: “Why do you not understand the term “atheism”? Do you believe so strongly in

your god that you just cannot fathom that some people believe in no god?”

Man, no problem with me on your perspective. Why can’t you just blindly trust S.

Hawking? He wrote on people around: “we are just robots.” So please, let me function as

I’d like. What harm I am doing to your brain? All are going into the grave, so let my fun

be. O.K.? I am having fun to save the theists from your kind. Secondly, according to my

Teacher, the devils are pagans, only more primitive ones. Why? All pagans have wrong

thoughts about God. The mistake of devils: “The Source of the Existence is not existing”.

It is crazy! Just that stuff, what damned nihilism provides.

devil: “Lets just say that if God existed and wanted me to believe, s/he would know

what it would take.”.

Give me a brake, liar! The God’s Son on the cross has not convinced you? The bloody

Cross has not convinced, how then can I?

Humanist: “That’s incorrect. To be an devil...”

Say, brother, Who has put you to judge what is right and what is incorrect? Your inner

feelings might come partly from the satan, so you can not rely on your “common sense”.

He: “Not the source, the context (but I appreciate the source).”

If you tend to atheism (which is primitive paganism), then you must be the most educated

in this dim area of Philosophy. Therefore, please, read all the bestsellers of the leading

devil: S. Hawking. Then come back for talks. Man, if you discover the hell in afterlife,

then let it not be the total surprise for you, because you have considered all options and

made the CHOICE. Therefore, read all what the leaders of atheism have to say. Get your

consciousness, brother! devil: “scare tactic fails”. Me: Brother, it is not the scare tactic. Is
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the sign “Do not enter. High Voltage. It can kill.” the scare tactic too? Please educate me,

you know so much! Besides, how my perfectly logical sentence (I have put there the word

“if”, please do not ignore it.) is the scare tactic?

devil: “completely pointless given the countless other possibilities.”

Don’t You die between the possibilities! Start the moving, man! At first level study

throughout the atheism (read the leaders’ bestsellers!!!). Then if merciful God lefts you the

time, you can move to more complex level of Philosophy.

devil: “Atheism is... primitive paganism... I’m surprised... of this fact.”.

True, brother! You will be more surprised in afterlife, if you will not study your atheism.

Just read the leading devil Hawking!

devil: “Dude,... Your insight is not as cleaneed to do more work to make your insight

clear.”

Hawking is leading Scientist, he is devil. So he is leading devil. What is your problem with

that? I repeat my discovery in this forum: “I see only one problem with devils nowadays:

they ignore their leader - S.Hawking. That is the supernatural line of craziness they follow.

Aren’t they, Christian brothers? Even monkeys pay attention to leaders, but these primitive

pagans - don’t.”

devil: “Pagans have a religion. devils don’t. Your absurdity knows no bounds, it seems.”

Pagans don’t have the religion, becAUSE THEY DO NOT KNOW GOD. Please study

the case, starting from Hawking’s “Grand Design”. You caught it right, if Hawking drinks

milk, he is leading drinker of milk. That is obvious: Hawking and I are just two different

kinds of people. Change your attitude, latter is evil. Scientist study all what is, thus devil as

Scientist knows more about this atheism. devil: no leaders in atheism, only outspoken devils

like Hawking. Me: “So, tell again, why you have ignored the life work of Hawking - “Grand

Design”? No? Then take your money and read it! Then read other devilic bestsellers.

Please!” devil: “But I only have so much time and money...”. So, the poor tactic again

to avoid life. Poor tactic fails. devils are different? So you need read every one of them.

Especially so smart man like Hawking.

devil: “You clearly don’t know about pagan religions. They claim to know gods, and they

have a structure to their worship of those gods, that makes it a religion. Atheism doesn’t

worship any gods, so it is not a religion.”

Has it Hawking said? I have different information. Pagans play to worship false gods
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like: stones, absence of God, trees; and they love their invention: the spaghetti monster.

The false gods are not the God, because they are false. Therefore, the pagans have not the

religion. Pagans have false religions, so it is not the religion. Because they are false ones. It

is simple logic. Enjoy. And repent your paganism.

devil: “Hawking is not a pope, bishop, or priest of atheism. He is a scientist who has his

own views, but no devil is bound to them.”

Damned scientific atheism, who does not bound before scientists! Respect the leaders!

The Hawking is the first one in Scientific community (thus, the leader in humankind), so

read his Grand Design with respect and constant attention. But it is your free choice to be

in-educated martyr in hell, or to know why you are there.

Damned mental boxes of devils! You are robots, according to “Grand Design”. I am

not, according to Eastern Orthodox Christianity. These are true facts, despite your chronic

disagreements with Christian thinkers. Your resistance might come from ignorance and

many in-repented lies. So, you are robots. Your functioning comes from idiot-ism: “The

Source of Existence is not existent.” So, you have the mental idol, the false god, in your

neurotic chains in the head, who rules entirely over you. Your ones even come to Christian

forums, to make fools of yourself and to idiotically spam. Get rid of false god by going into

Church and confessing sin against very first commandment. You can not be the good one,

unless you try to follow all 10 commandments and ones your Saviour is teaching in the New

Testament!

devil: “How can you say that your religion is true, and the religions of others (e.g. pagans)

are false?”

Obviously you have not yet, but I have completely and irreversibly realized my FREE

choice: I am talking as Eastern Orthodox Christian. Not the Poe’s enemy, might I add. So

do not activate the defense systems of the pagan Atheism.

devil: “Actually think, use your intelligence, stop relying on unproven claims written

long ago... Wake up and smell the coffee!!”

What you will do after your death? To smell coffee?!

devil: “Of course we have freewill, we have no choice!”

The Hawking sees only devils around him, so, of course, the man like he doubts the

existence of the freedom. They are in mental jail: the paganism of atheism.
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Information for more normal people

Theist Victor: “Is methodological atheism required for natural science, especially cos-

mology?”. Why to ask? Our audience are the theists, because devils are having fun to play

robots, according to Hawking’s “Grand Design”. So stop being neutral, choose the side of

the mind.
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